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The tip vortex cavitation behavior and sound generation were numerically analyzed. A numerical scheme
combining Eulerian flow field computation and Lagrangian particle trace approach was applied to
simulate tip vortex cavitation. Flow field was computed by using hybrid method which combines
Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solver with Dissipation Vortex Model. The trajectory and behavior of
each cavitation bubble were computed by Newton’s second law and Rayleigh–Plesset equation, respec-
tively. According to nuclei population data, the cavitation nuclei were distributed and convected into
the tip vortex flow. Calculated volume of the cavitation bubble and the trajectory were used as the input
of cavitation bubble noise analysis. The relationship of cavitation inception, sound pressure level, and
cavitation nuclei size was studied at several cavitation numbers. It was found that cavitation inception
of smaller nuclei is more sensitive to the change of cavitation number and cavitation noise due to the cav-
itated smallest nuclei has the most influence on overall tip vortex cavitation noise.

� 2008 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Cavitation reduces the mechanical efficiency and causes vibra-
tion, noise and erosion [1]. Especially, ‘‘cavitation noise generated
by a propeller is critical in underwater detection, and is often re-
lated to the survivability of the vessels especially for military pur-
poses. Cavitation of the marine propeller is the most prevalent
source of underwater sound in oceans and is often the dominant
noise source of a marine vehicle” [2]. There are various types of
cavitation for example, tip vortex cavitation, sheet cavitation, bub-
ble cavitation, cloud cavitation. Each cavitation type has a different
formation mechanism. The tip vortex cavitation is produced by low
pressure in a tip vortex field, and it is the first type of cavitation to
appear with intense noise. Therefore, to design the low noise pro-
peller and hydrofoil, it is necessary to understand the generation
mechanism, behavior and noise of tip vortex cavitation.

Several methods have been used by previous researchers to
simulate cavitation flow numerically, for example, inter-phase
tracking method, continuum method, and Rayleigh–Plesset equa-
tion based method. Among these methods, Rayleigh–Plesset equa-
tion based method is the most proper to predict the cavitation
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noise, because volume variation data of cavitation bubble can be
obtained. Using Rayleigh–Plesset equation, analysis of cavitation
bubble has been studied by many researchers. The collapse of a
single spherical bubble in the unbounded liquid was first treated
by Rayleigh [3]. Later it was supplemented by Plesset [4]. Kubota
et al. [5] described the behavior of the cavitation bubble. Shen et
al. [6], Hsiao and Chahine [7] also studied the cavitation bubble
dynamics in tip vortex cavitation.

In this study, Eulerian–Lagrangian approach is applied to pre-
dict tip vortex cavitation behavior and noise based on the Ray-
leigh–Plesset equation. In this approach, carrier flow of cavitation
bubble is computed by Eulerian and cavitation bubble is analyzed
by Lagrangian [8]. It is one-way coupled method, and it is assumed
that presence of cavitation bubbles in the flow does not signifi-
cantly alter carrier flow. This assumption is reasonable since cavi-
tation bubbles are so small that the mass, momentum and energy
of bubbles give little influence on flow field [8].

Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes solver (RANS, hereinafter)/
Dissipation Vortex Model (DVM, hereinafter) hybrid method is ap-
plied for the efficient Eulerian flow field analysis. The flow field re-
sult of RANS solver is used for obtaining the initial conditions for
vortex modeling. Bubble dynamics is computed by the numerical
modeling of Rayleigh–Plesset equation, which is coupled with nu-
clei trajectory equation. Cavitation nuclei distribution data [9] is
converted to computational nuclei population. According to the
population data, the nuclei are distributed and released in the tip
vortex flow field, and then they are analyzed by Lagrangian ap-
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Fig. 1. Chimera grid system of model hydrofoil for RANS calculation: (a) whole grid,
and (b) detailed view in the tip region.

Fig. 2. Vertical velocity across the tip vortex at x/c = 0.2, (NACA0015 section,
AOA = 12�, Re = 1.5 � 106) [20].

Fig. 3. Non-dimensional vertical velocity contour for the initial value of vortex
model, difference value between contour lines, D Vz

U1
¼ 0:01.
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proach. Using these numerical methods, cavitation bubble trajec-
tory and behavior are computed for the nuclei with each different
initial size.

Through this study, the behavior and noise results of tip vortex
cavitation are presented on cavitation nuclei size, and they help
understand tip vortex cavitation generation mechanism and its
noise characteristics.

2. Methodology

In order to analyze the tip vortex cavitation behavior and noise,
Eulerian flow field analysis is performed prior to Lagrangian one.
Bubble trajectory based on the Newton’s second law and the Ray-
leigh–Plesset equations are solved for each nucleus, which is dis-
tributed and released in the computational flow field. The nuclei
trajectories are calculated considering various acting forces on
the nuclei. Calculated radius variation of the cavitation bubble
and the trajectory are used as the input of cavitation bubble noise
analysis.
2.1. Flow solver

For the analysis of the tip vortex cavitation behavior and noise,
Eulerian flow field analysis is prior to Lagrangian one. The tip vor-
tex flow is obtained by using the Scully vortex model [10,11], be-
cause general Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD, hereinafter)
technique requires massive grid points and large amount of com-
putational time to capture the tip vortex. Furthermore, common
CFD technique can capture tip vortex only 2 � 5 times chord length
of hydrofoil due to numerical dissipation.



Fig. 4. Tip vortex flow field for Eulerian approach: (a) vortex core radius variation with respect to distance from trailing edge and tangential velocity distribution, and (b)
pressure coefficient across the tip vortex core.
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The Scully vortex model is expressed as follows.

Vh ¼
C

2p
r

r2 þ a2
c

ð1Þ

C ¼ C1
r2 þ a2

c

Vh, ac, and C1 are tangential velocity, vortex core radius and total
circulation, respectively. The Scully vortex model is two dimen-
sional model that can not consider the change of vortex core radius
in the downstream direction. The tip vortex is weakened and vortex
core is expanded due to dissipation as the tip vortex moves down-
stream in real phenomena. Therefore in order to simulate the tip
vortex flow more accurately, the vortex core radius variation mod-
eling is required. Moore and Saffman [12] predicted the tip vortex
core radius variation by assuming the viscous dissipation. The equa-
tion from Moore and Saffman is as follows.

r� ¼ acRe1=2
c

c
¼ 2:92

x
c

� �1=2
ð2Þ

Here, r* denotes dimensionless vortex core radius. Rec and ac are
chord based Reynolds number and the vortex core radius, respec-
tively. Eq. (2) is grafted to Eq. (1) to consider the vortex core radius
variation in downstream direction. To calculate Eq. (1), initial values
(vortex core radius, total circulation and tangential velocity) are
needed. Such initial values can be acquired by solving the unsteady
RANS equation.

It uses an implicit finite volume method and Baldwin–Lomax
turbulence modeling. Implicit finite volume method is used for



Fig. 5. Cavitation nuclei population data at sea water [9].

Fig. 6. Initial nuclei distribution in the tip vortex flow field: (a) bird’s eye-view, and
(b) enlarged view.

Fig. 7. Trajectories of cavitating nuclei. (r = 2.45).
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solving this equation in general time dependent curvilinear coordi-
nate system. The convective terms are discretized using Roe’s flux
difference splitting method combined with the Weighted Essen-
tially Non-Oscillatory, and Lower-Upper Symmetric Gauss-Seidel
(LU-SGS) method is adopted to perform time numerical integration
[13–15].

To capture tip vortex accurately in the tip region, an overset grid
system is used. The grid system is composed of one C–H type
hydrofoil grid, H–H type tip vortex grid, and H–H type background
grid (Fig. 1). The C–H grid on the hydrofoil contains 149 � 124 � 49
grid points in the chordwise, spanwise and normal direction. The
background grid and vortex grid contain 126 � 126 � 61 and
151 � 126 � 51 grid points in the spanwise direction, the normal
direction and the streamwise direction, respectively. To predict
the tip vortex cavitation on a hydrofoil, rectangular planform with
NACA0015 section hydrofoil is used.

2.2. Numerical modeling of bubble dynamics and noise analysis
method

The dynamics of bubbles in a liquid responding to an imposed
pressure fluctuation has been considered. The Rayleigh–Plesset
equation is derived from the continuity and momentum equations,
describes the dynamics of spherical bubbles in a variable pressure
field. In this study, modified Rayleigh–Plesset equation which slip
velocity is added to Rayleigh–Plesset equation is used. It takes
the form [6]:

R€Rþ 3
2

_R2 ¼ 1
q

pv þ pg0

R0

R

� �3k

� p� 2c
R
� 4l

R
_R

 !
þ ð

~U � ~UbÞ2

4
ð3Þ

where R is the radius of the bubble, ~U is the velocity, pv is the vapor
pressure, pg is the gas pressure, c is the surface tension, l is the vis-
cosity, and subscript b indicates property of the bubble.

Eq. (3) is a second order nonlinear ordinary differential equa-
tion. To solve this nonlinear equation, it is required that the second
order differential equation is changed into the coupled set of first
order differential equations, and the fourth order Runge-Kutta
method is applied to solve these equations [16].

Many studies have been devoted to analyze the motions of par-
ticle and bubbles. The study of Maxey and Riley [17] is well de-
scribed the actual motion of the rigid spherical particles, which
are subjected to the various forces. Spherical bubble motion can
be written as follows [6,17].

qb
4
3pR3 d~Ub

dt ¼ 4
3pR3ðqb�qÞ~g� 4

3pR3rpþ 1
2qpR2CDð~U�~UbÞj~U�~Ubj

þ1
2

4
3pR3q d~U

dt �
d~Ub
dt

� �
þ6pR2

ffiffiffiffiffi
ql
p

q R t
0

d~U
ds�

d~Ub
dtffiffiffiffiffiffi

t�s
p ds

ð4Þ

As terms in the right hand side of Eq. (4) mean forces on the bubble,
each term respectively represents the buoyancy force, pressure gra-
dient, drag force, force due to added mass, and Basset term which



Table 1
Number of cavitated nuclei and sound pressure level on cavitation number and nuclei size (NCav: number of cavitated nuclei, NTotal: number of total nuclei)

Cavitation number R0 = 20 lm R0 = 30 lm R0 = 40 lm Overall SPL(dB)

NCav
NTotal

SPL(dB) NCav
NTotal

SPL(dB) NCav
NTotal

SPL(dB)

2.58 250/256 151 32/32 143 4/4 131 152
2.60 250/256 149 32/32 142 4/4 130 150
2.62 247/256 148 32/32 138 4/4 129 149
2.64 244/256 146 32/32 138 4/4 128 147
2.66 213/256 144 32/32 136 4/4 125 144
2.68 162/256 143 26/32 133 4/4 124 143
2.70 117/256 140 22/32 132 3/4 120 141
2.72 66/256 137 14/32 129 2/4 118 137

Fig. 8. Relationship between bubble radius variation and acoustic pressure: (a)
whole time domain and (b) detailed view.

Table 2
Critical pressure on cavitation number and nuclei size (unit: Pa)

Cavitation number R0 = 20 lm R0 = 30 lm R0 = 40 lm

2.58 933 1509 1769
2.60 936 1511 1770
2.62 939 1513 1771
2.64 942 1515 1773
2.66 945 1517 1774
2.68 949 1518 1775
2.70 951 1520 1776
2.72 955 1522 1778
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denotes memory effect. Pressure gradient is computed by the pres-
sure difference between the bubble walls. Buoyancy and drag force
terms are computed along the bubble radius variations. The drag
coefficient and bubble Reynolds number are calculated by the Har-
berman’s empirical formulation [18]. The bubble Reynolds number
is based on the velocity difference due to slip between the bubble
and the liquid.

CDReb

24
¼ 1:0þ 0:197Re0:63

b þ 2:6� 10�4Re1:38
b ð5Þ

Reb ¼
2Rj~U � ~Ubj

v
ð6Þ

Rayleigh–Plesset equation and the equation of motion are solved
sequentially in the time step. The bubble size is calculated through
Eq. (3), and the motion of the bubble is computed by using updated
radius of the bubble in Eq. (4). In the next time step, the velocity of
the bubble and pressure on the bubble are used to calculate Eq. (3).

Cavitation noise is very difficult to predict exactly through the-
oretical and numerical methods. However the single bubble noise
theory provides a basis for scaling experimentally measured
sounds [19]. It is also the basis of modern theoretical modeling
of the hydrodynamic tip vortex cavitation noise [19]. In the theory,
cavitation bubbles behave as monopole sources. The acoustic pres-
sure in the far field due to the bubble is given as follows.

p0ðtÞ ¼
q0

€Vb t � r
c

� �
4prj1�Mrj

ð7Þ

Since the bubble volume is Vb = (4/3)pR3, and the second time
derivative of the volume is €Vb ¼ 4pRð2 _Rþ R€RÞ. Mr is relative Mach
number and means Mach number of the radiation direction. The
term t � r/c is the retarded time.

3. Results and discussion

In this section, the tip vortex flow field, bubble trajectory and
dynamics results are presented. The noise characteristic is ana-
lyzed by using these data. Based on the condition of the undis-
turbed medium of standard sea water, the density and the speed
of sound are chosen as 1026 kg/m3 and 1500 m/s, respectively. Cal-
culated three dimensional hydrofoil is rectangular with an aspect
ratio of 6.6 and has NACA0015 section with the chord length of
c = 0.15 m. The simulation is implemented for chord based Rey-
nolds number, of Re = 1.5 � 106 and angle of attack of 12�. Using
the local conditions along the nucleus trajectory, the instantaneous
pressure is calculated. When the pressure on the nucleus is lower
than the critical pressure of each nucleus, the nucleus starts to
grow into the cavitation bubble. Tip vortex cavitation behavior
and noise are predicted at several cavitation numbers. Cavitation
number is defined as below.



Fig. 9. Accumulation number of collapse in the 0.001 s time bandwidth. (r = 2.45).

Fig. 10. Computation result of acoustic pressure of cavitation bubbles. (r = 2.45).
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r ¼ p1 � pv
1
2 q1U2

1
ð8Þ

The noise analysis is performed at the observer position of (0, 20c,
0). The origin is located in the trailing edge of the hydrofoil tip. Ref-
erence pressure for the sound pressure level is 1 lPa. Initial vortex
core radius and total circulation are needed to calculate Eulerian
flow field using DVM, and these values are obtained from CFD re-
sult. To validate CFD program used in this study, the result of verti-
cal velocity across the tip vortex is shown in Fig. 2. Predicted
vertical velocity and the vortex core radius are in good agreement
with experimental result [20].

Fig. 3 displays the vertical velocity distribution at just behind of
trailing edge of the hydrofoil. Free stream velocity based dimen-
sionless maximum tangential velocity is 0.86, and initial core ra-
dius is 0.055c. Calculated initial vortex core radius and total
circulation are used as the input of vortex modeling. Generally,
vortex core axis is considered to be located on the lowest pressure
point, and the vortex core radius is equal to the distance between
the vortex core axis and a point with maximum tangential velocity.
Therefore, vortex core trajectory can be found by tracing the min-
imum pressure region of tip vortex flow. The total circulation is de-
duced from the known vortex core radius and maximum tangential
velocity in Eq. (1) [21].

Results of Eulerian flow field computed by RANS and DVM hy-
brid method are shown in Fig. 4. They display tangential velocity
profile behind the trailing edge, vortex core radius variation
(Fig. 4a) and pressure coefficient across the tip vortex core
(Fig. 4b), respectively. The vortex core radius and pressure are in-
creased, as the vortex moves downstream.

A liquid contains a lot of nuclei, and the pressure of the nuclei
balances with the surface tension. The size of nuclei generally
ranges from 1 lm to hundreds lm. To consider nuclei in the sea
water, nuclei population data is obtained from O’Hern’s cavitation
nuclei number density distribution function [9]. Nuclei population
data are converted to computational nuclei population which rep-
resents distributed number per unit volume (Fig. 5). The nuclei are
distributed near the tip vortex core region of the trailing edge as
shown in Fig. 6a. Virtual volume of distributed nuclei is equal to
0.08 m � 0.08 m � 0.04 m in the y, z, and x directions. According
to the O’ Hern’s nuclei population data, the nuclei with radius
20 lm, 30 lm, and 40 lm are simulated. The numbers of nuclei
with radius of 20 lm, 30 lm, 40 lm are 256, 32, 4, respectively
(Fig. 6b). Each nucleus which is released in the flow field is traced
from Lagrangian particle trace method.

Fig. 7 shows nuclei trajectories while the nuclei cavitate. The
bubbles show helical motion and move inboard of the hydrofoil
span as going downstream, according to characteristics of the tip
vortex flow. Generally, visual method and acoustic method are
used for the estimation criterion of cavitation occurrence. In this
study, we consider that cavitation event is occurred when the ra-
dius of nuclei is larger than 0.001 m. Cavitation bubbles are ap-
peared more in the trailing edge region than in the downstream
region away from the trailing edge. It is due to wide low pressure
region close to trailing edge.

Changing the cavitation number, the number of cavitated nuclei
is shown in Table 1. It shows that the numbers of cavitated nuclei
decrease, as the cavitation number increases. However, the
decreasing rate of the number of cavitated nuclei is different as
the nuclei size. Among them, the smallest nuclei show the highest
decreasing rate in most range. The critical pressure is increased by
3 or 4 Pa, as the cavitation number is increased by 0.02, in the nu-
clei with the initial radius of 20 lm (Table 2). On the other hand,
the increase of critical pressure is about 1 Pa, for nuclei with the
initial radius of 40 lm. It shows that the critical pressure change
of small nuclei is bigger than that of large nuclei with the change
of cavitation number. It can be deduced that cavitation inception
of small nuclei is more sensitive to the change of cavitation num-
ber than that of large nuclei.

As the cavitation number changes from 2.58 to 2.72, the de-
crease of the sound level on each nuclei size is almost same. Com-
paring sound pressure levels at each nuclei size, the most intensive
sound is generated by nuclei of initial radius of 20 lm. The overall
sound level is the same level as sound of nuclei of 20 lm or is
slightly higher than sound level of nuclei of 20 lm. Although small
nuclei have less chance to cavitate due to low critical pressure, the
small cavitated nuclei are more abundant than larger nuclei. It
shows that noise due to cavitated smallest cavitation nuclei has
the most influence on the overall sound pressure level of tip vortex
cavitation noise.

Fig. 8 displays relationship between bubble radius variation and
acoustic pressure. The cavitation bubble shown in Fig. 8 is chosen
arbitrarily among the bubbles with radius of 20 lm at cavitation
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number, r = 2.45. Several rebounds are observed. As the rebound
proceeds, the growth of bubble radius decreases as shown in
Fig. 8a. It is because rebound radius decreases due to the pressure
increase in the vortex core region as the tip vortex moves down-
stream. The cavitation noise is proportioned to the second time
derivative of bubble volume. Therefore, the acoustic peak is oc-
curred at around 0.055 s when the bubble collapses rapidly. In
the noise prediction, there is a time difference of about 0.002 s be-
tween cavitation behavior and acoustic signal, because the dis-
tance between observation point and cavitation occurrence
position is about 20c.

Fig. 8b shows rebound behavior and noise in detail. Considering
the time difference, the growth of the radius results in increasing
acoustic pressure and decrease of the radius leads to decreasing
acoustic pressure. Fig. 9 represents the accumulation number of
collapse of the bubbles in each 0.001 s time band width. For in-
stance, at between 0.006 s and 0.007 s, collapses occur 10 times,
and then they result in noise peaks at about 0.009 s due to a time
delay. Comparing Fig. 9– 10, it is shown that the collapses at be-
tween 0.006 s and 0.03 s result in many noise peaks.

4. Concluding remarks

In this study, tip vortex cavitation behavior and noise are
numerically analyzed by Eulerian–Lagrangian approach. For the
analysis of behavior and noise, tip vortex flow analysis is pre-
ceded. RANS and DVM hybrid method is used to obtain Eulerian
vortex flow field with saving computation time and has strong
point in aspect of considering the dissipation of the tip vortex
compared to other vortex models. Bubble behavior is predicted
by modified Rayleigh–Plesset equation, which is coupled with
nuclei trajectory equation. For the simulation of nuclei in the
sea water, O’Hern’s experimental nuclei population data is con-
verted to the computational nuclei population. The tip vortex
cavitation noise is predicted based on the bubble trajectory
and volume variation results. As the cavitation noise is propor-
tioned to the second time derivative of bubble volume, strong
sound is emitted at the collapse stage. The relationship of cavi-
tation inception, sound pressure level, and cavitation nuclei size
was studied at several cavitation numbers. This study shows
that cavitation inception of smaller nuclei is more sensitive to
the change of cavitation number. Cavitation noise level due to
cavitated smallest nuclei has the most influence on overall tip
vortex cavitation noise. It is expected that slight weakening of
tip vortex could largely reduce the noise due to tip vortex
cavitation.
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